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What Exceed Does

u Overall Marketing (Search)

u Lead Management (LMS)

u Listings in Our Directories

u Website Design & Development

u Constant Website Updating (for 
Google, Plugins, Content)

u Search Engine Optimization & 
Ranking

u Contextual Inter-Site Link Network, 
External Links, Inner-Site Links

u Custom Plugins

u Online Advertising Creative, Set-Up, 
Management, Reporting

u Social Media Tactics Coordination

u Online Reputation/Review 
Management and Monitoring

u Site Content Writing, Photo Search, 
Photography, and Videography

u Lead Conversion and Sales Process 
Consulting and Management

u Traffic, Call, and Lead Analytics and 
Troubleshooting

u Server, Domain, Contact Form,  
Email Management, Hacker Security

u Site Backup, Troubleshooting, 
Speed, Standards, Reputation, SSL

u Overall Brand Management and 
Quality Control



What We Cannot Do

u Write Your Expert Articles for 
You

u Run/Protect Your Social Media 
(though we will help set it up 
and we’ll monitor it)

u Protect How You Deal with 
Parents/Kids/Government/Me
dia

u Generate Positive Reviews for 
You and Respond to Reviews 
(other than bad review 
troubleshooting)

u Get Good Photos and 
Testimonials
(though we sometimes come 
and take photos or videos)

u Answer Your Phones (but 
BCAS will)

u Read Your Mind or Know or 
Intuitively Know When You 
Need More/Less Leads 
(though LMS helps us see 
what is happening)



We
Have You
Covered

We can generate all the 
leads you need, but if you 
are forced out of business 
by the liberal press, the 
“Child’s Rights”activists, or 
people seeking a payday 
by suing you, all the leads 
in the world won’t help 
you.



Who We 
Work 
With

Our History...

15 years ago, Exceed shifted  
to working exclusively with 
therapeutic boarding schools 
and later added addiction 
treatment programs.



About David 
Bolthouse, 

Founder

40-Year Marketing 
Veteran

MBA, MSA in 
Computer Science

Founder of Exceed 
Marketing Solutions 

and 2 other ad 
agencies

On the ground floor of 
Search Engine 

Marketing industry 
since the 90s

Founding member of 
the Search Engine 

Marketing Professional 
Organization (SEMPO)

Designer of specific 
tools to market 

boarding schools and 
therapeutic programs



Therapeutic 
Program 

Marketing

Why We Focus on Search…
”Pull Marketing” is Being There 
When They Begin Looking

u People seeking such programs come 
from all regions and demographics, so 
they cannot be targeted by specific 
group, age, ethnicity, or gender.

u National ads (“push marketing” or 
“brand marketing”) will cost $$ millions.

u Parents search (not asking friends or 
associates), due to embarrassment.

u Most parents are shocked by the cost of 
programs recommended by their child’s 
counselor, so they search.

u Schools need inquiries from across the 
country, and usually not locally, so lower 
cost local ads would not help.



Therapeutic 
Program 

Marketing

Why Search Engines Rank 
Sites/Pages…

Their livelihood depends on their 
search results being relevant to the 
searcher.  In a perfect world, a searcher 
will find exactly what they are looking 
for at the top of the first page of search 
results.  That is what they are striving 
for, but Google also has to pay the bills, 
so advertisers are given precedence in 
search results, to a certain extent.   



Therapeutic 
Program 

Marketing

Search Engine History…
u Search engines began with mostly listings of 

directories, business listings, and white papers.

u Hundreds of search engines then popped up, 
crawling the Web to find and index pages.

u Larry Page and Sergey Brin founded Google –
their thesis was that links and page traffic were 
important indicators of search interest, and like 
the Yellow Pages, advertisers would pay to be 
shown at the top of the results.  Simple design, a 
bidding system, and great publicity caused it to 
jump to the top (now 90% of all search).

u Because search engine marketers began to fill 
the search results with useless pages, Google 
instituted computer algorithms to weed out 
results and make them more relevant.

u Google initiated machine learning (artificial 
intelligence) and the massive amounts of data it 
has acquired provide more relevant results in 
search and advertising.



Therapeutic 
Program 

Marketing

Search Focus Shifted from 
Desktop to Mobile…

u Google made a “Mobile First” edict 
because they saw the trends. Today, 60% 
of all searches are done on mobile 
devices (mostly smartphones).

u Mobile devices allow search engines to 
pinpoint the exact location (and also the 
past locations) of users, so ads and 
relevant results can be targeted to the 
user (they also mix in items of interest 
from the user’s past search and site visit 
history).

u Search results have become specific to 
the user’s history, exact location, and 
advertisers’ targeting.



Therapeutic 
Program 

Marketing

Improving Algorithms with 
Machine Learning…
1. Instantaneous and repetitive testing.
2. Can provide “predictive” results, based 

on the individual, their past searches, 
and their location.

3. Makes rankings highly fluctuating as 
tests and retests are done (spikes and 
valleys)

4. Artificial intelligence employed by 
Google – even understands feelings!

5. Dozens of indicators now affect rankings:
Click-thru rate, dwell time, bounce rate, 
revisit rate, reviews (number and sentiment), 
pages visited, searcher’s personal history, 
page readability, grammar, freshness, text 
length, links (internal and external), mobile-
friendly version, page/site speed, CLS, ads, 
popups, heftiness of site, authority, etc.



Therapeutic 
Program 

Marketing

Search Shifting from Manual 
Keyword Entry to Speech…

u Everything is shifting to “hands-
free” searching, which involves 
“semantic search” (phrases in 
question form). This is the same 
technology that drives answers on 
robots like SIRI and ALEXA.

u Keywords in pages, descriptions 
and meta tags will become less 
important because Google will 
base results on what it 
understands the entire site to be 
about.  It will create a profile for 
your site (and each user), and it 
sometimes can get it wrong!



Therapeutic 
Program 

Marketing

The Age of the Quantum 
Computer…
The Age of the Quantum Computer…

u Google is being driven by huge profits from 
business advertising.  It is a leader in quantum 
computer development, required to handle 
3.5 billion internet searches and ad insertions 
in the hundreds of billions daily.

u The quantum computer is 100 million times 
faster than any previous supercomputer.

u Within the next 15 years, advanced quantum 
computers, coupled with atom-based hard 
drives, will have the combined brain power of 
all the human brains on Earth, and 
instantaneous, simultaneous access to all of 
the information, libraries, photos, videos and 
personal data ever shared online. 



Therapeutic 
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In a Nutshell…

If a person lands on your page and doesn’t like 
it, or it loads too slow, or it isn’t what they 
expected, that will impact how Google ranks 
your site.  Most mobile visitors leave in 3-5 
seconds if the page doesn’t load quickly.

If a person writes a bad review, or talks about 
your program badly in social media (bad 
sentiment), it will affect your rankings (and your 
enrollments).

In marketing materials, we must present that we 
understand what the person is going through 
and offer a good solution.



Therapeutic 
Program 

Marketing

You Are Under Attack... We’re 
Under Attack Too
Some states are requiring marketing 
companies to register and pay large 
annual fees if they work with 
therapeutic programs and rehabs.  
The clients they work with are being 
scrutinized concerning the legitimacy 
of their work and claims made in 
advertising and on websites. We 
even stand the chance of being 
permanently banned by Google. So, 
we cannot hype the claims, nor work 
with some programs that are 
deceptive.



Therapeutic 
Program 
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So, Our Focus Over the 
Next Two Days is...
1. Ideas and Methods to Get More Leads 

and to Be More Effective with Those 
Leads.

2. Ways to Best Work with Best Choice 
and Exceed, and Our Specific Lead 
Management Tools. 

3. Extreme Regulations that are 
Coming... Internationally, Nationally, 
and Locally. More Coming from the 
Search Engines.

4. The Ways that Programs Will Need to 
Change Operationally, to Get Ahead 
of the Activists, Lawsuits, and 
Upcoming Laws.





Sample Login:  sampleclient.leadmanagersystem.com
User: sampleclient Password: SampleTest9999

Ask questions as I move around the system.



Upcoming Improvements
(by 1/1/2022)

u Deduplicate Functions: Duplication of lead checking and dup notices in Add Lead and 
Edit Lead screens.

u Pre-Call Text Button: make sure they watch for your call
u Facebook/Instagram/YouTube Inquiry Form
u Second Email Address - also included in searches/duplicates
u Recommended Next Actions with Leads
u Direct Facetime Link/Facebook Chat
u Call Result Heatmap: Indicate level of interest emoji with visual HOT/MEDIUM/COLD 

indication.
u Custom Email Format: (graphic emails) - Select among several pre-formatted email 

formats
u Show Deficiencies in Client Set-Up
u Easy Fill New Client Set-Up Form – fills in all important fields from one document.
u Option to Request Application within LMS inquiry form
u Google Ads Inquiry Form integration



HOW 
EXCEED 
HELPS IT 
CLIENTS
-----------
Our 
Effective 
Tools & 
Services

u Lead Acquisition Sources 
(Organic/PPC/Directories/Social/Video)

u National and Local Search (Different)

u Our 15 Directories

u Our Proprietary Link System & Tools (intra-linking, 
page updating, inquiry form/chat, analytics, lead conversion) 

u Social Media/Rep Assistance (much is needed)

u Site Monitoring/Defense/Backup/Site Rep

u Keeping Up with the Search Engines

u SEO+ Ranking Reporting -- Speed, Mobility, 
Responsive, and Other Technical Factors of Search Ranking Today

u We Share What is Learned

u Helping the Industry (schools and rehabs)

u Cost-Cutting Efforts


